Tac-Comm TRC-1 Tactical Radio Carrier
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The basic carrier is made from
0.090-inch-thick aluminum with a duFor my personal, more permanent apBottom Line
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height by loosening screws, sliding the
offers a variety of options for packaging
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mini scaffolding, and then enclosing
my SS-30 in it so that it could not be
bumped off to hit the ground. I routed
the dc power cord through the straps,
securing them, and helping reduce the
risk of having the leads inadvertently
pulled out from the power supply’s
screw-down output posts. (I wish
Astron put Powerpole connectors on
their power supplies. They would provide much more security and utility in
the standard ARES/RACES dc power
connector configuration. The screwdown posts drive me crazy. But, that’s
another story.)
The unit’s adaptability and functionality are almost limitless — many examples of configurations are given on
the product website, from mounting
multiple radios, to TNCs, power supplies, and even batteries (using the
straps). I liked the product, and I
bought one for my own deployable station, the ultimate litmus test for any
review item. The unit’s utility and
function is only matched by the fun it
is to try new configurations and putting
together a neat, secure, organized package easily transportable in a go-kit,

Figure 17 — The optional HTH-1 bracket
can be used to secure handheld radios in an
upright position atop the TRC-1. The bracket
can also be mounted in the other direction,
providing a front cover to protect equipment
inside the TRC-1 during transit.

Figure 18 — The author mounted a 2-meter
antenna using another TRC-1 and top cover.

which protects your expensive gear.
Manufacturer: Tac-Comm, 1050 W.
105 N., Orem, UT 84057; tel 801-7696154; www.tac-comm.com. Price:
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TRC-1 Carrier (with tilt bail and black
screws), $59.95; top cover, $14.95;
HTH-1 handheld holder/front cover,
$11.95; straps with buckles, $4.50 a
pair.
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